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When fishing-boat captain Pierre Canut is arrested for murder, his shy twin,
Charles, determines to uncover the truth and discovers a deadly tale of horror at
sea and of grim consequences for the fighting port of Fecamp
The owner of a remarkable elephant proudly describes his pet's feats, including
balancing on the coffeepot, hanging from the ceiling, and walking a tightrope.
A beautiful, golden, jewel-studded statue and a little swallow give all they have to
help the poor.
Nursing an elderly cancer patient in an isolated English countryside manse in 1950,
Coral interacts with a disgruntled housekeeper and her charge's sexually torn and
war-ravaged son until a child's game in the nearby woods goes violently wrong and
culminates in a complicated marriage. 25,000 first printing.
The Republic of Letters
Coral Glynn
Challenges and Prospects : Proceedings of an International Conference Organised
by the European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation
(EIUC).
Machiavelli, Pascal
Look Inside Your Body

A True Story Based on Lies is a remarkable and original
novel that addresses the universal issues of class
discrimination, male oppression and female servitude through
dual narratives ofspellbinding power. Set in contemporary
Mexico, the book charts the consequences of a sexual
relationship between Leonora, a servant in the wealthy
O'Connor home, and her master. When a child, Aura Olivia, is
born from this union she is brought up as the daughter of
the house. As the novel unfolds, the 'true' story gradually
emerges.
Francesco Koslovic--even his name straddles two cultures.
And during the spring of 1955, in the village of Materada on
the Istrian Peninsula, his two worlds are coming apart.
Materada, the first volume of Fulvio Tomizza's celebrated
Istrian Trilogy, depicts the Istrian exodus of the hundreds
of thousands who had once thrived in a rich ethnic mixture
of Italians and Slavs. Complicating Koslovic's own departure
is his attempt to keep the land that he and his brother have
worked all their lives. A picture of a disappearing way of
life, a tale of feud and displacement, and imbued with the
tastes, tales, and songs of his native Istria, Koslovic's
story is a testament to the intertwined ethnic roots of
Balkan history.
A brand new translation for this great Wolf adventure!
This is the story of the greatest love, ever.... J. J.
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Smith, Keeper of the Records for The Book of Records, is an
ordinary man searching for the extraordinary. J.J. has
clocked the world’s longest continuous kiss. He has verified
the lengthiest single unbroken apple peel. He has tasted the
world’s largest menu item. But J.J. has never witnessed
great love. That is, until he comes to a tiny town in the
American heartland. Here J.J. discovers a world record
attempt like no other. Piece by piece, a farmer is eating a
Boeing 747 to prove his love for a woman. But when J.J.
unexpectedly falls in love with the same woman, a woman as
outwardly cynical as he is, J.J. learns why records are made
to be broken...and why the greatest wonders in life can
never be measured.
The Fairies Tell Us About... Compassion
A True Story Based On Lies
Saint Peter's Snow
Parade
Mystery and Chocolate
Standing in line can be dull, but not when you mix tigers and frogs, sheep and
skunks. But what could be worth waiting for...?
An innovative graphic cookbook for young adults containing 50 quick, simple, and
classic recipes from the Silver Spoon kitchen.
A write-in, tear-off activity pad containing lots of puzzles; look and find, mazes, dotto-dots, word searches and more will help children develop vital reading, writing,
counting and observational skills. Great for keeping children occupied on journeys,
rainy days or during quiet moments. Perfect for sharing with a friend.
When Oli’s handsome red thread gets carried away by the wind, he’s surprised to
find that a bird is able to use it for her nest. She gives him two feathers in return,
and soon enough, Oli finds that the feathers, too, are put to better use by another
creature–an ant who needs a boat to cross the water. Each time Oli gives something
away, he gets something new in return that someone else can use, until at last his
red thread returns to him. This is a wise story about the power of generosity and
recycling, brought to life through Eve Tharlet’s delightfully childlike illustrations.
The Adventures of Antoine Doinel
The Wolf Who Visited the Land of Fairy Tales
A Story
Garmann's Secret
Young Dracula
In The Hug, internationally renowned author David Grossman tells the
moving story of the moment when Ben realizes that no two living
creatures are alike—not his mother and father, their beautiful dog
Miracle or the ants who march side by side at his feet and appear
identical—and the loneliness he feels knowing that there is no one
else quite like him in the whole world. But just as he is feeling the
most alone he has ever felt, he is soothed by his mother’s loving hug.
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Timeless, touching, and beautifully produced, The Hug is a charming
and important work for parents and children encountering the feeling
of being different, together
Written in 1727, The Art of Sinking in Poetry was one of Alexander
Pope's contributions to the literary output of the legendary
Scriblerus club - a circle of writers dedicated to mocking what they
perceived as a culture of mediocrity and false learning prevalent in
the arts and sciences of their day. Taking the form of an ironic guide
to writing bad verse, Pope's tongue-in-cheek essay is wickedly funny
in its lampooning of various pompous poetasters, as well as being
essential reading for any budding writer wishing to avoid sinking to
the unintentionally ridiculous, and instead reach for the sublime.
When a mysterious stranger comes into their lives, four Japanese
20-somethings, who share a small, crowded two-bedroom apartment in
Tokyo, find themselves doing things they wouldn't normally do until
one of them does something so terrible it cannot be reversed.
Original.15,000 first printing.
"All creatures of the world find time to rest. In this lullaby book,
countless cozy animals settle down in their beds"-The Little Red Thread
The Survivors
I Am the Brother of XX
The Hug
If All the World Were...

This exciting adventure story follows a family of slaves in the USA in 1860 as they
escape from a cotton plantation via the legendary Underground Railroad. An enthralling
story of courage and resilience, centring on 10-year-old Tommy, it will fascinate
children who might not know much about this secret escape route into Canada that was
used by as many as 100,000 people. Ten-year-old Tommy roams the cotton fields of
Alabama owned by the notorious Captain Archer. Intimidating guards with fierce dogs
protect the land to prevent any slaves from leaving. That is until a supernatural spirit
visits Tommy offering a way out. With his banjo slung over his shoulder, Peg Leg Joe
guides Tommy, his family and other slaves out of Southern USA, and into Canada
through the legendary Underground Railroads. Stretched for miles across the country's
vastness, the network famously facilitated more than 100,000 slaves to a new life. For
Tommy and his family, the escape is far from an easy ride. The young boy is forced to
mature through this testing period and allow his strong will to guide himself and others
to safety under the guidance of Peg Leg Joe. Set in the 19th century, D'Adamo's wellconstructed novel tells a story distant in time, remains grounded in a reality that still
exists today. Millions of people across the globe continue to be enslaved, including
children.
The remarkable true story of a young girl named Edith and the French village of
Moissac that helped her and many other children during the Holocaust. The town's
mayor and citizens concealed the presence of hundreds of Jewish children who lived in
a safe house, risking their own safety by hiding the children from the Nazis in plain site,
saving them from being captured and detained and most certainly saving their lives.
When a white wolf flees captivity by humans, he must learn to hunt and run with a pack
and to discover what it truly means to be a wolf. By the author of Fire, Bed, and Bone.
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Reprint.
Explains concepts in biology, covers cells, biochemistry, genetics, evolution, plant and
animal species, and ecology, and identifies important scientists
My Elephant Can Do Almost Anything
Dictionary of Nature
Verdolina disubbidiente
A Novel
Four Screenplays: The 400 Blows; Love at Twenty; Stolen Kisses; Bed and Board

Before Count Dracula became one of the greatest, most feared vampires
of all time, he was just a young boy called Wilfred who didn't really feel
like he belonged anywhere. But Wilfred's dad, the old Count, doesn't think
his son is up to the task of being a great vampire! Can Wilfred show his
father what he's really made of?
What will the little boy find at the top of the stairs?
As concentrated as bullets, new stories by the inimitable Fleur Jaeggy
Fleur Jaeggy is often noted for her terse and telegraphic style, which
somehow brews up a profound paradox that seems bent on haunting the
reader: despite a sort of zero-at-the-bone baseline, her fiction is weirdly
also incredibly moving. How does she do it? No one knows. But here, in
her newest collection, I Am the Brother of XX, she does it again. Like a
magician or a master criminal, who can say how she gets away with it, but
whether the stories involve famous writers (Calvino, Ingeborg Bachmann,
Joseph Brodsky) or baronesses or 13th-century visionaries or tormented
siblings bred up in elite Swiss boarding schools, they somehow steal your
heart. And they don’t rest at that, but endlessly disturb your mind.
Snow White is on the run from an evil witch when she stumbles upon a
little house in the woods. When the 77 dwarfs who live there invite her to
stay, it seems like a perfect solution --- at first.
Snow White and the 77 Dwarfs
Oh, Freedom!
A Boy and a House
Fulvio Tomizza ; Translated from the Italian by Russell Scott Valentino
White Wolf

'A piece of invention as original as any of Tolkien's or C.S. Lewis's' New Statesman
'I have gone to look for a lion.' In a world where lions have become extinct, the mapmaker Jachin-Boaz nevertheless abandons his wife and son to find one, leaving just
this note. But his decision has unexpected consequences. He will be pursued by his
son, Boaz-Jachin, and by something else: a tawny-skinned, amber-eyed beast from
another place and time, a bringer of life and death. 'Magic at work ... Funny as well
as beautiful' Irish Times 'Hoban is unclassifiable, thank goodness. His narrative is so
minutely and compellingly realistic that after a time you cease to notice that he has
stood reality on its head' Sunday Times
When Binks the raccoon loses his way in the forest, his friend Belle the fairy is
unable to come to his aid, until a tiny lightning bug helps light her way.
A provocative exploration of intellectual exchange across four centuries of European
history by the author of When the World Spoke French In this fascinating study,
preeminent historian Marc Fumaroli reveals how an imagined "republic" of ideas
and interchange fostered the Italian Renaissance, the Enlightenment, and the
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French Revolution. He follows exchanges among Petrarch, Erasmus, Descartes,
Montaigne, and others from the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries, through
revolutions in culture and society. Via revealing portraits and analysis, Fumaroli
traces intellectual currents engaged with the core question of how to live a moral
life--and argues that these men of letters provide an example of the exchange of
knowledge and ideas that is worthy of emulation in our own time. Combining
scholarship, wit, and reverence, this thought-provoking volume represents the
culmination of a lifetime of scholarship.
Uproarious antics fill this genre-crossing collection of six stories from the beloved
British naturalist and author of the Corfu Trilogy. The eccentric Durrell family sets
off on an ill-fated excursion in “The Picnic” and embarks on a Greek cruise in “The
Maiden Voyage.” Next, things take a turn for the diabolical when a solo Durrell runs
into a former flame in “The Public School Education”—and then finds trouble of a
different sort in “The Havoc of Havelock.” Finally, the typically jocular Durrell
unexpectedly shifts to the macabre with the surprise cuisine of “The Michelin Man”
and the spine-tingling horror of “The Entrance.” With his knack for describing his
often outlandish, always entertaining adventures, Gerald Durrell serves up an
engrossing blend of genres in this intriguing collection of stories. Including both
fiction and nonfiction, The Picnic and Suchlike Pandemonium reveals the wideranging talents of the famed naturalist and memoirist. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell including rare photos from the author’s
estate.
A True Story
The Great American Novel
Nevertheless
The Present Takers
Mr. Tasker's Gods
From the master of "micro-history" a reconstruction of two contrasting early-modern
thinkers Nevertheless comprises essays on Machiavelli and on Pascal. The ambivalent
connection between the two parts is embodied by the comma (,) in the subtitle:
Machiavelli, Pascal. Is this comma a conjunction or a disjunction? In fact, both.
Ginzburg approaches Machiavelli's work from the perspective of casuistry, or casebased ethical reasoning. For as Machiavelli indicated through his repeated use of the
adverb nondimanco ("nevertheless"), there is an exception to every rule. Such a
perspective may seem to echo the traditional image of Machiavelli as a cynical,
"machiavellian" thinker. But a close analysis of Machiavelli the reader, as well as of the
ways in which some of Machiavelli's most perceptive readers read his work, throws a
different light on Machiavelli the writer. The same hermeneutic strategy inspires the
essays on the Provinciales, Pascal's ferocious attack against Jesuitical casuistry.
Casuistry vs anti-casuistry; Machiavelli's secular attitude towards religion vs Pascal's
deep religiosity. We are confronted, apparently, with two completely different worlds.
But Pascal read Machiavelli, and reflected deeply upon his work. A belated,
contemporary echo of this reading can unveil the complex relationship between
Machiavelli and Pascal - their divergences as well as their unexpected convergences.
Mystery and Chocolate is a reinforced, library bound book in The Child's World series
The I Love to Read Collection.
It could have been a common street accident that put Dr. Georg Amberg in the hospital,
but for the five weeks his doctors say he has been in a coma, recovering from a brain
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hemorrhage after being run down by a car, he has memories of a more disturbing
nature. What of the violent events in the rural village of Morwede? The old woman
threatening the priest with a breadknife, angry peasants with flails and cudgels, Baron
von Malchin with a pistol defending his dreams for the Holy Roman Empire—how could
Dr. Amberg ignore these? And what of the secret experiment to make a mind-altering
drug from a white mildew occurring on wheat—a mildew called Saint Peter’s Snow. In
this feverish tale of a man caught in the balance between two realities, Leo Pertuz offers
a mystery of identity and a fable of faith and political fervor, banned by the Nazis when it
was first published in 1933. Saint Peter’s Snow is typical of Perutz’s storytelling
mastery: extraordinarily rich and elegant fiction that is taut with suspense, full of Old
World irony and humor. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good
Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction,
romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology,
literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While
not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Lucy's life is being made hell by Melanie Prosser and her bullying sidekicks - the
present takers - who threaten her every day at school for presents and money. Too
ashamed to tell her parents, and too scared to tell her teacher, Lucy finds an
unexpected ally in Angus Burns. But when push comes to shove, there's only one thing
to do: take on the present takers at their own game, to silence them once and for all.
Art of Sinking in Poetry
Materada
The International Criminal Court
The Lion of Boaz-Jachin and Jachin-Boaz
Little Children's Travel Pad
A moving, poetic picture book about a young girl's love for her
granddad and how she copes when his grandad dies, written by poet and
playwright Joe Coelho. This powerful and ultimately uplifting text is
the ideal way to introduce children to the concept of death and dying,
particularly those who have lost a grandparent. Beautifully
illustrated by new talent Allison Colpoys.
Garmann makes friends with Johanna, the twin sister of the girl who
torments him at school, when they discover that they both love
adventures and talking about outer space.
Peek under all the flaps in these colorful and engaging books--perfect
for little fingers and curious minds.
Line Up, Please!
The Big Book of Slumber
The Picnic and Suchlike Pandemonium
Chop, Sizzle, Wow - The Silver Spoon Comic Book
The Man Who Ate the 747
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